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Abstract

Focusing on the role of merger-related network connectivity, we consider the profitabil-

ity of a horizontal merger in a quantity-setting game within a network industry. In particu-

lar, we demonstrate that the merger is profitable, given strong network externalities. Oth-

erwise, the “merger paradox” arises.
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1. Introduction

Theoretically, horizontal mergers are not profitable for insiders (participant firms),

whereas they are for outsiders (nonparticipant firms), i.e., the well-known issue of the

“merger paradox” emerges. Salant et al. (1983) demonstrate that horizontal mergers in

the case of Cournot oligopoly are unprofitable unless at least 80% of the firms in the indus-

try participate in the merger 1). That is, in Cournot oligopolistic competition, where a stra-

tegic substitutionary relationship arises between firms, the merger results in a contrac-

tion of the outputs of the merged firms. As a result, although the prices increase, the insid-

ers lose, whereas the outsiders gain.
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Since the publication by Salant et al. (1983), many solutions have been proposed for

the merger paradox. For example, one way to resolve the paradox is to introduce merger-

related synergies and scale economies. Perry and Porter (1985) consider incentives to

merge in the context of a Cournot quantity-setting oligopoly in a homogeneous product

market and introduce merger-related efficiencies occurring through scale economies such

as cost-saving synergies. Furthermore, based on general demand and cost functions,

Farrell and Shapiro (1990) consider horizontal mergers in the case of Cournot oligopoly

in a homogeneous product market. Assuming efficiencies created by scale economies or

learning in the general model, they show the condition for lowering the prices and the ef-

fect on external welfare, which is the difference between the merger and the premerger to-

tal surplus, net of the profits of the insiders. Davidson and Ferrett (2007) find that insid-

ers benefit, whereas outsiders are harmed, when exploiting R&D complementarities such

as through research joint ventures. Miyagiwa and Wan (2016) also consider the merger

paradox in the presence of R&D investments. Dong et al. (2016) show that the merger para-

dox is mitigated when capacity constraints are considered 2).

In summary, to resolve the merger paradox, the previous theoretical models assume

that there are merger-related efficiencies resulting from scale economies, synergies, and

externalities on the supply side. In this paper, to consider the profitability of a horizon-

tal merger in a network product and service market, we focus on the efficiency of merger-

related network synergies on the demand side. Since the 1990s, waves of global mergers

and acquisitions (M&A) have been observed in various industries, including telecommuni-

cations, Internet businesses, and traditional industries such as banking, railways, and air-

lines. These industries are commonly characterized as network markets. Their characteris-

tics may imply that M&A in these industries may be profitable for the participants. Con-

sidering the strength of network externalities and the degree of connectivity among

firms’ services, we investigate the conditions for a profitable merger. In particular, we

demonstrate that given the strong network externalities, if the degree of merger-related

network connectivity is sufficiently large, a profitable merger arises.
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2） In this paper, we consider the “merger paradox” in a quantity-setting game, although we

should examine the case of a price-setting (Bertrand) game, e.g., Deneckere and Davidson (1985),

who show that the effect of a merger on profits is positive in Bertrand competition. Recently,

Chen and Li (2018) considered a merger between two competitors in a Bertrand-Edgeworth

model and find that the effects of a merger depend on the tightness of capacity constraints.



2. A Model

2.1. Preliminary

We develop a three-firm 格i, j, k隔model in a network industry, where each firm pro-

vides a homogeneous product (service, hereafter) associated with network externalities.

This implies that although the intrinsic properties of the services are identical among

the firms (providers), the expected network size of each service is not necessarily the

same. For example, consider telecommunications and Internet businesses. Although the in-

trinsic functions of their services are similar, the network sizes (e.g., the number of sub-

scribers) and the degree of connectivity differ.

Applying the framework of Economides (1996), we assume the following linear inverse

demand function for firm i ’s service:

pi厩 A芋qi芋Q芋i茨N廓S
e
ih較, 廓1 較

where Q芋i厩 qj茨qk is the total level of the rival firms’ services, A is the intrinsic market

size, and qi is the level of firm i ’s service. N廓S
e
ih較is a network externality function of Seih,

which is the expected network size of firm i ’s service in the cases of premerger 廓h厩 N較

and merger 廓h厩 M較. We assume a linear network externality function, i.e., N廓Seih較厩

nSeih, where n頴 拡0, 1較represents the degree of a network externality. The expected net-

work size of firm i ’s service is given by:

Seih泳 q
e
i茨öhQ

e
芋i , h厩 N, M, 廓2 較

where Qe芋i厩 q
e
j茨q

e
k is the total expected size of the rival firms’ services, and öh頴 格0, ä隔,

0閏 ä閏 1, is the degree of firm i ’s connectivity with the other firms 格j, k隔in the cases

of premerger 廓h厩 N較and merger 廓h厩 M較.

When considering a market with network externalities, we should note the role of con-

sumer expectations. In employing the concept of a fulfilled expectation, we assume that

consumers form expectations of network sizes before firms make their output decisions

(e.g., Katz and Shapiro, 1985). Thus, when determining their outputs, the expected net-

work sizes are given for the firms. That is, following the terminology of Hurkens and

L pez (2014), we consider the case of passive expectations 3). Furthermore, to simplify the

analysis, we assume that the marginal cost to provide services is zero. In reality, low
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3） We can derive the same results in the case of responsive expectations as in the case of passive

expectations.



and even negligible marginal running costs are readily observed in telecommunications

and Internet businesses.

2.2. Premerger: Non-cooperative Cournot competition

We consider the premerger case, where three firms non-cooperatively compete on quan-

tities la Cournot in the market 廓h厩 N較. Based on equation (1), the profit function of

firm i is expressed as:

ði厩格A芋qi芋Q芋i茨N廓S
e
iN較隔qi , 廓3 較

where SeiN厩 q
e
i茨öNQ

e
芋i . The first-order condition (FOC) of profit maximization is given

by:

ði
qi

厩 pi芋qi厩 A芋2qi芋Q芋i茨N廓S
e
iN較厩 0. 廓4 較

At a fulfilled expectation, i.e., qei 厩 qi , q
e
j 厩 qj , and q

e
k厩 qk , we obtain:

A芋廓2芋n較qi芋廓1芋nöN較Q芋i厩 0. 廓5 較

Assuming a symmetric equilibrium, i.e., qi厩 qj厩 qk厩 qN , we derive the following ful-

filled-expectation Cournot equilibrium:

qN厩
A

2芋n茨2廓1芋nöN較
. 廓6 較

Because it holds that pN厩 qN , based on equation (4), the profit in the premerger case

is expressed as ðN厩 廓qN較
2.

2.3. Horizontal merger and merger-related network connectivity

As mentioned in the Introduction, industries such as telecommunications, Internet busi-

nesses, banking, electricity, airlines, and railways are usually characterized as network in-

dustries. In these industries, network externalities and connectivity between the services

affect the behavior and decisions of firms 4). Accordingly, we investigate the conditions un-

der which firms have an incentive to merge, i.e., how the degree of network externalities

and the level of connectivity affect the profitability of a merger.

Without loss of generality, we assume that a merger takes place between two firms

格i, j隔, denoted as an insider I, while firm 格k隔is an outsider 廓O較in the market. This im-

plies that the insider (merged) firm is composed of two divisions 格i, j隔, and can be re-
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4） For example, we observe strategic alliances created by mergers in the airline industry (see

Bilotkach and H schelrath, 2012).



ferred to as a multidivisional firm. In this case, equation (2) can be revised as follows:

SeiM厩 qei茨öMq
e
j茨öNq

e
k and S

e
jM厩 qej茨öMq

e
i茨öNq

e
k . Thus, the joint profit of the merged

firm can be expressed as:

ÐM厩 ði茨ðj

厩格A芋qi芋Q芋i茨N廓S
e
iM較隔qi茨格A芋qj芋Q芋j茨N廓S

e
jM較隔qj . 廓7 較

The profit of the outsider is given by:

ðO厩 格A芋qk芋Q芋k茨N廓S
e
kN較隔qk , 廓8 較

where SekN厩 q
e
k茨öN廓q

e
i茨q

e
j較. Based on equations (7) and (8), the FOCs for the insider and

outsider firms, respectively, are given by:

ÐM
qi

厩 pi芋qi芋qj厩 A芋2qi芋2qj芋qk茨N廓S
e
iM較厩 0, 廓9 較

ðO
qk

厩 pk芋qk厩 A芋2qk芋Q芋k茨N廓S
e
kN較厩 0. 廓10較

We also obtain the FOC in a similar manner to equation (9) with respect to service (divi-

sion) j. At a fulfilled expectation, i.e., qei 厩 qi , q
e
j 厩 qj , and q

e
k厩 qk , because of equations

(2), (9), and (10), we have the following equations:

A芋廓2芋n較qi芋廓2芋nöM較qj芋廓1芋nöN較qk厩 0, 廓11較

A芋廓2芋n較qk芋廓1芋nöN較Q芋k厩 0. 廓12較

Assuming a symmetric equilibrium, i.e., qi厩 qj厩 qI and qk厩 qO , equations (11) and (12)

can be rewritten as:

A芋格2芋n茨廓2芋nöM較隔qI芋廓1芋nöN較qO厩 0, 廓13較

A芋廓2芋n較qO芋2廓1芋nöN較qI厩 0. 廓14較

Thus, we derive the following fulfilled-expectation equilibrium in the merger case:

qI厩
2芋n芋廓1芋nöN較

D
A, 廓15較

qO厩
2芋n芋廓1芋nöN較茨格1芋n廓öM芋öN較隔

D
A, 廓16較

where D泳 廓2芋n較格2芋n茨廓2芋nöM較隔芋2廓1芋nöN較
2
瓜 0.

2.4. Merger profitability and the role of merger-related network connectivity

Comparing the profits in the cases of premerger and merger, we examine how the de-

gree of merger-related network connectivity affects the profitability of a merger and,

thus, the incentive for a merger.

Let us define the following: ÄÐM泳 2廓ðI芋ðN較and ÄðO泳 ðO芋ðN , where ÐM厩 2ðI ,
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ðI厩 2廓qI較
2, ðO厩 廓qO較

2, and ðN厩廓qN較
2. Using equations (6), (15), and (16), we derive the fol-

lowing relationships:

廓i較ÄÐM瓜廓浦較0夏廓 2師 芋1較格2芋n芋2廓1芋nöN較隔格2芋n芋廓1芋nöN較隔

芋廓2芋n較格1芋n廓öM芋öN較隔瓜 廓浦較0.

廓ii較ÄðO瓜 廓浦較0夏 廓1芋nöN較格1芋n廓öM芋öN較隔瓜 廓浦較0.

廓iii較ðI瓜 廓浦較ðO夏廓 2師 芋1較格2芋n芋廓1芋nöN較隔芋格1芋n廓öM芋öN較隔瓜 廓浦較0.

For the subsequent analysis, we assume that öN厩 0 and öM厩 ä, which expresses the ef-

ficiency of merger-related network connectivity on the demand side. This assumption im-

plies that in the case of premerger, i.e., non-cooperative Cournot competition in the mar-

ket, the network systems of firms are independent of each other, whereas, in the case of

a merger, the integrated company from the merger has an incentive to own a jointly com-

mon network and operating systems of their services and to improve their levels. Thus,

it is natural to assume that the degree of connectivity increases as a result of a merger,

compared with the premerger case. Given this assumption, because of the relationships

(i), (ii), and (iii) shown above, we have the following lemma.

Lemma.

廓i較ÄÐM瓜廓浦較0夏 ä瓜 廓浦較N廓n較,

where N廓n較泳
2廓3芋2 2師 較茨廓5 2師 芋6較n芋廓 2師 芋1較n2

n廓2芋n較
廓瓜 0較.

廓ii較ÄðO瓜 0, because 1芋nä瓜 0.

廓iii較ðI浦 ðO , because 廓 2師 芋1較廓1芋n較芋廓1芋nä較浦 0.

Therefore, based on Lemma (i), we present the following proposition.

Proposition.

Given strong network externalities, if the degree of merger-related network connec-

tivity is sufficiently large, i.e., ä瓜 N廓n較for 2芋 2師 浦 n浦 1 the merger is profitable. Oth-

erwise, the merger paradox arises.

Proof.

For the function N廓n較, the following relationship holds.
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N廓n較瓜 廓浦較1夏 廓1芋n較核2廓3芋2 2師 較芋廓2芋 2師 較n革瓜廓浦較0夏 n浦 廓瓜較2芋 2師 荏 0.59.

Thus, we derive the following cases:

廓a較If 0閏 n浦 2芋 2師 , then N廓n較瓜 1. Thus, ä浦 N廓n較加 ÄÐM浦 0.

廓b較If 2芋 2師 浦 n浦 1, then N廓n較浦 1. Thus, ä瓜 廓浦較N廓n較夏 ÄÐM瓜 廓浦較0.

■

Given relatively weak network externalities, i.e., 0閏 n浦 2芋 2師 , as in Salant et al.

(1983), the merger paradox arises. Even if this is not so, if the merged firm cannot suffi-

ciently improve the degree of connectivity, i.e., 0閏 ä浦 N廓n較the merger is unprofitable.

However, often, horizontal mergers in information and communications industries, e.g.,

telecommunications and Internet businesses, including traditional airline and railway

companies, occur not only in advanced countries but also in emerging countries. This

may imply that the degree of network connectivity between the merged firms in these in-

dustries is sufficiently large.

Lemma (ii) shows that the merger externality on the profit of the outsider is positive.

Furthermore, related to Lemma (iii), with respect to the joint profits of the merged firm

and the profit of the outsider, we have the following: ÐM瓜 廓浦較ðO夏 2qI瓜 廓浦較qO .

Based on equations (15) and (16), we obtain the following:

1噂 öM加 2師 qI閏 qO加 ÐM閏 ðO ,

where ÐM厩 ðO if and only if öM厩 1. Thus, unless the merged firm provides a perfectly

connectible service, the joint profits are lower than the profit of the outsider. Therefore,

it is preferable for the outsider that the other firms merge 5).

2.5. Endogenous choice of the merger-related network connectivity

We have assumed that öN厩 0 and öM厩 ä, where 1噂 ä噂 0厩 öN . In this subsection,

we examine the case of endogenous choice of connectivity by the insiders. That is, the

joint profits of the merged firm are given by ÐM厩 2ðI and ðI厩 2廓qI較
2. Furthermore, us-

ing equation (5), the quantity is rewritten as: qI厩
1芋n

廓2芋n較格2芋n茨廓2芋nä較隔芋2
A. In

this case, because we obtain
dqI
dä

厩 qI
廓2芋n較n

廓2芋n較格2芋n茨廓2芋nä較隔芋2
瓜 0, it holds that

dÐM
dä

裁際
際載1噂 ä噂 0

瓜 0. Thus, the insiders choose the perfect connectivity (compatibility) de-
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5） Gugler and Sz cs (2016) empirically analyze the externalities of mergers and demonstrate

that the return on assets of rival firms (outsiders) increases significantly after a merger.



gree, i.e., ä厩 1 6). Because the merged firm provides a perfectly connectible service, the

joint profits of the merged firm and the profit of the outsider are equal, i.e., ÐM厩 ðO. Fur-

thermore, the proposition is revised as follows:

Revised proposition.

Given strong network externalities, i.e., 2芋 2師 浦 n浦 1, the merger is profitable.

3. Conclusion

In the models of Perry and Porter (1985), and Farrell and Shapiro (1990), it is assumed

that there are merger-related synergies on the supply side, i.e., cost savings, and they dem-

onstrate the profitability of a merger in a homogeneous product (service) market. In this

paper, focusing on the role of merger-related network connectivity, which induces

synergies on the demand side, we have considered merger profitability (incentives for a

merger) in a homogeneous service market with network externalities. In particular, we

have found that, given strong network externalities, if the degree of merger-related net-

work connectivity is sufficiently large, a merger is profitable. In this case, there is a posi-

tive externality with regard to the profit of an outsider.

Our model is based on specific assumptions, as a three-firm model with linear func-

tions and limited parameters. It would be useful to relax these assumptions to analyze gen-

eral cases. For example, we have dealt with a homogeneous service market with network

externalities. We should examine the profitability of mergers, extending the model to

the case of a horizontally differentiated product and service market. Furthermore, we

have not examined the effect of the merger on welfare. This is related to mergers and com-

petition policies in network industries, including, but not limited to, telecommunications

and Internet businesses. Thus, in future research, we intend to examine an optimal

merger policy in network industries.
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6） Toshimitsu (2018) demonstrates that there is a unique subgame perfect equilibrium where collu-

sive firms (insiders) decide to provide perfectly compatible products to maximize their joint prof-

its.
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